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Abstract Foam reaction injection molding (FRIM) is a widely used process for manufacturing polyurethane foam with
complex shapes. Numerical model for polyurethane foam forming reaction during FRIM process has been intensively
investigated by a number of researchers to precisely predict final shapes of polyurethane foams. In this study, we have
identified a problem related with a previous theoretical model for polyurethane foam forming reaction. Thus, previous
theoretical model was modified based on experimental and computational results.
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1. Introduction

Foam reaction injection molding (FRIM) is a widely

investigated technique for producing polyurethane mate-

rials with complicated shapes which can be used for the

applications such as vehicle, home appliance, and con-

struction etc [1-3]. In FRIM process, products are fabri-

cated by chemical reactions among different materials

injected into a mold. Raw materials in reservoirs are

sent to a mixing head with high pressure and high

speed. The mixed materials are injected into a mold

where polymerization begins to take place. Micro bub-

bles are generated by chemical and physical foam

agents during polymerization, and subsequently satura-

tion reaction is occurred which leads to growth of micro

bubbles.

Polyurethane foam is light, rigid and cost effective

with excellent thermal and electrical insulating proper-

ties, which can be synthesized by foam forming reac-

tion between isocyanate and polyol. Temperature and

viscosity of the foam are usually increased during polym-

erization due to strong exothermic reaction of isocyanate

and polyol. At the beginning stage of polymerization,

polyol and isocyanate exist as monomers mixed with

additives such as catalysts, interfacial activators, and

foam agents. Foam forming reaction is consisted of two

major reactions: polymerization reaction to secure

mechanical strength and saturation reaction to form cel-

lular structure. The later can be achieved by either evap-

oration of physical foam agents which has low boiling

point (i.e., pentane) or gas generation from chemical

foam agents such as water. The former is related with

exothermic reaction of isocyanate and polyol.

A variety of chemical and physical processes, such as

nucleation and growth of micro bubbles, mass transfer,

mold filling, and thermal flow etc., should be consid-

ered in order to understand polyurethane foam forming

process. Although a number of researches have devoted

to study each chemical and physical process, it is ex-

tremely difficult to consider all the process at the same

time to predict FRIM process, which makes practical

studies of foam forming more difficult.

In this work, based on the both of experimental and

computational results for I-shape polyurethane foam

forming process, we have identified problems associated

with the chemical model for the evaporation of physi-

cal foam agent during FRIM process. Therefore, a mod-

ified model for the evaporation of physical foam agent

during FRIM process was proposed in order to improve

accuracy of simulation for polyurethane foam forming

process.
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2. Theoretical Model and Numerical Method

2.1. Assumptions

Foam forming reactions between water and physical

blowing agent depend on the reaction rate of chemical/

physical blowing. Reactions of polyol-isocyanate (gell-

ing reaction) and water-isocyanate (blowing reaction)

are assumed to be independent of each other. In addi-

tion, polyurethane foam is assumed to have homoge-

neous single phase. Energy and mass conservation laws

combined with chemical reaction and thermodynamic

equations are employed to calculate the transient den-

sity and temperature. In this model, it is assumed that

the evaporation of physical blowing agent is dominated

by heat, and the generation of carbon dioxide (CO2) is

controlled by the reaction between water and isocya-

nate. In addition, secondary allophanate and biuret reac-

tions are not individually considered, since they are

already involved in the basic reactions [4-6].

The volumetric expansion of polyurethane forming

can be predicted by the aforementioned theoretical equa-

tions such as thermal energy balance, gelling reaction,

blowing reaction, and evaporation of physical blowing

agent. It is assumed that individual chemicals are ide-

ally mixed and the nucleation rate by chemical reaction

and evaporation is sufficiently fast. In addition, density,

viscosity, and thermal properties of an arbitrary cell is

treated as a mixture of each chemical species and

phases based on continuum model theory. It is also

assumed here that the continuum is a generalized New-

tonian fluid that the rheology of foam is governed by

constitutive equation. In order to calculate distribution

of pressure, semi-implicit method for pressure-linked

equation (SIMPLE) algorithm is adopted for the numeri-

cal analysis [7]. This method can give precise solution

for the fluid flow and heat transfer by chemical reac-

tion [8]. Also, volume of fluid (VOF) method was

applied to trace the free surface of foam [9]. At begin-

ning of the reaction, pressure is uniformly distributed in

the mold, and the initial velocity is set as zero at every

point. Additionally, slip at the mold boundary is not

considered.

2.2. Evaporation of Physical Foam Agent

According to Baser and Khakhar, the rate for the

evaporation of physical foam agent is controlled by the

heat generated from exothermic chemical reactions [4,

5]. Therefore, it is assumed that as temperature increases

over the boiling point of physical foam agent, the reac-

tion occurs via the first order kinetics. In this case, the

evaporation of physical foam agent is irreversible pro-

cess which can be written as,

(1)

(2)

where, BL and BG indicate physical blowing agent in

the gas and liquid phases, respectively, AL is the pre-

exponential factor, r is the mass of each component per

unit mass of unreacted polyol and isocyanate (i.e.,

polymerizing mixture), and EBL is the activation energy

for the evaporation of physical foam agent.

2.3. Governing Equations

If surface tension at interface between the foam and

the air is negligible, four representative governing equa-

tions for compressible Newtonian fluid with Stokes’s

hypothesis can be used for numerical analysis. The con-

tinuity, momentum, energy, and mass transfer equations

are listed below.

Continuity equation:

(3)

Momentum equation:

(4)

Energy equation:

(5)

Mass transfer equation:

(6)

, where ρF, v and g are the density of foam, the velocity

vector and the acceleration of gravity. Ri represents the

reaction rate between polyol and water which follows

Arrhenius equation. kF and Hg are the thermal conduc-

tivity of foam and the heat generated by chemical reac-

tion during the polyurethane foam formation, which is

equal to the right side of Equation (1).

BL BG→

drBL

dt
---------- = − AL − 

EBL

RT
--------⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞exp rBL

∇ v = − 1

ρF

-----
∂ρF

∂t
-------- + v ∇ρF( )⋅⋅

∂
∂t
---- ρFv( ) + ∇ ρFvv( ) = − ∇p + μF∇

2
v⋅

+ 
1

3
---μF∇ ∇ v⋅( ) + ρFg

ρFCF

∂T

∂t
------ + v ∇T( )⋅⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞ = ∇ kF∇T( ) + ρFHg⋅

∂
∂t
---- ρFmi'( ) + Δ ρFvmi'( ) = Ri'
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2.4. Volume of Fluid (VOF) Method

As mentioned above, the VOF method is adopted to

track the free surface of expanding foam. The fractional

volume function, F(x, y, t), is given by,

(7)

In Equation (7), the numerical cell is classified as fluid

cell, empty cell, and free surface cell, when F is 1, 0,

and value between 0 and 1, respectively. The fractional

volume function is governed by the scalar advection

equation (Equation (8)).

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 shows a configuration of FRIM process for I-

shape polyurethane foam. In order to demonstrate valid-

ity of chemical reactions and theory proposed in this

study, computational calculations were performed for

predicting density of I-shape polyurethane foam. Den-

sity of the foam was calculated by using meshes divided

by 40 (width) × 100 (height) × 9 (thickness) pieces, and

the results were compared with experimentally mea-

sured densities. For brief experimental procedure, the

foam was divided into small pieces with the size of

7.5 cm (width) × 6.0 cm (height) × 1.3 cm (thickness) to

measure density of the foam at different parts. It is

important to note that for experimental density measure-

ments, average density was used in order to minimize

error which can be arisen due to different measurement

time and method.

Fig. 2 shows the average density of foam with respect

to the height. As can be seen in Fig. 2, smaller discrep-

ancy was observed for densities between surface and

core parts of the foam from the simulation results (dashed

lines) compared to experimental results (solid lines).

There was no significant change in density with respect

to the height of mold for both of experimental and com-

putational results. In addition, it is clearly shown in

Fig. 2 that for both of experimental and computational

results, foams formed at closer to the surface of mold

(i.e., blue and black lines) have higher density com-

pared to foams located at the middle part of mold (i.e.,

red line). For foams at the surface of mold, the experi-

mental densities were higher than the densities obtained

from numerical analysis. However, simulation predicted

higher density compared to experimental density for

foams at the middle parts of mold. These results might

be due to the fact that for real experiments, the gas gen-

erated from the blowing agents might be able to diffuse

into the outside of the mold at surfaces, which is not

considered for numerical calculations. Thus, expansion

of the foam might be suppressed at the surface of mold

compared to the core parts, resulting in higher density

of foam which formed at closer to the surface.

At the beginning stage of FRIM process, temperature

∂F

∂t
------ + uj

∂ F( )
∂xj

---------- = SF,

F x, y, t( ) = 

1, cell filled with foam

0 F 1< < , cell at the free surface

0, empty cell⎝
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

Fig. 1. Configuration of FRIM process for I-shape polyurethane
foam.

Fig. 2. Average density of polyurethane foam with respect to
height of mold. Solid lines and dotted lines are experimental

and computational results, respectively.
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at the surface of mold is higher than that of core part,

since raw materials are injected with approximately

18
o
C and temperature of the mold is kept at 40

o
C.

Therefore, polymerizing mixture at the surface of mold

might have lower density than materials in the core part

of mold at initial stage of the reaction (Fig. 3). How-

ever, as foam forming reaction occurs, the core part of

mold starts to be heated up due to exothermic reaction

of chemical agents, leading to higher temperature of

core part than surface. Thus, density of foams at sur-

face might be higher than that of foams at core part

after foam forming reaction is occurred.

3.1. Re-condensation of Physical Foam Agent

Surface of mold can suppress flow of raw materials in

the mold, resulting in velocity distribution as repre-

sented in Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 4, it is clear that

foams at the surface of upper part is originated from the

raw materials at the core part which has low density

after the reaction is occurred. Therefore, density of

foams at the surface of upper part should be lower than

that of foams at the surface of lower part. However,

both of experimental and computational data contradict

to this hypothesis indicating that there are no signifi-

cant difference in densities between the surface of upper

and lower parts (Fig. 2). This might be related with re-

condensation of gas generated during foam forming

reaction. Since CO2 gas generated by chemical foam

agent has no possibility for re-condensation due to suffi-

ciently low boiling point (−78.5
o
C), evaporated physical

foam agent at initial stage of foam forming process

might be responsible for the re-condensation. However,

this reaction has not been considered in previous numer-

ical methods for polyurethane foam forming reaction.

Therefore, we have included phase transition of physi-

cal foam agent into polyurethane foam forming reac-

Fig. 3. Density and temperature distributions of polyurethane
foam at initial stage of the reaction.

Fig. 4. Density and temperature distributions of polyurethane foam after reaction occurs for sufficient time. Left figure shows velocity
distribution of foam at marked position.
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tions to build new numerical methods with improved

accuracy. This will be discussed further below.

3.2. Reversible Process for the Evaporation of Physical

Foam Agent

Equilibrium constant for the evaporation of physical

foam agent can be described by a temperature depen-

dent Arrhenius equation. However, in this case, revers-

ible phase transformation of physical foam agent can’t

be considered. R. Tesser et al. [10], have measured the

weight fraction of physical foam agent (c-pentane) as a

function of temperature, and the result is presented in

Fig. 5. Based on the result, the evaporation of physical

foam agent during FRIM process (i.e., Equation (1) and

(2)) can be modified as,

(9)

(10)

where R0 is the ideal gas constant. Fig. 6 shows densi-

ties of polyurethane foam calculated by employing the

modified numerical methods. For the purpose of com-

parison, densities calculated by using the previous

model and experimental results are also presented. As

can be seen in Fig. 6, density of foams at both of sur-

face and core parts calculated by using the modified

model shows much better consistency with experimen-

tal results compared to density of foams based on the

previous model. To be specific, the average accuracy for

predicting densities of the foam was improved from

87 % to 95 % when the modified model was applied.

Furthermore, the modified model predicts that density of

foams at the surface of upper part is lower than that of

foams at the surface of bottom part, which is consistent

with the results from the velocity distribution (Fig. 4).

4. Conclusion

In polyurethane FRIM process, we have considered

the evaporation of physical agent as reversible thermo-

dynamic reaction. The theoretical model considering re-

condensation of physical foam agent was developed

based on experimental results previously reported. Numer-

ical analysis was carried out to predict density and tem-

perature distribution of polyurethane foam during FRIM

process by using the simulation model developed in this

study. It was verified by comparing simulation and

experimental results that the modified model can pre-

dict density of polyurethane foam with better accuracy

compared to the previous theoretical model.
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